
Mistra SAMS Annual conference
7 maj 2020

Zoom meeting



Agenda
13.00-13.45 News, research results and upcoming activities in Mistra SAMS 

Short presentations and discussion 

13.45-14.00 Fika break

14.00-14.45 Stakeholders for sustainability transformation 
Research impact on policy through different stakeholders, by Eva Krutmeijer
Break-out session on stakeholder roles in transforming urban transport

14.45-15.00 Fika break

15.00-15.45 Covid-19 and sustainable accessibility and mobility 
The pandemic’s effects on travel and work patterns in five Swedish public 
agencies by Peter Arnfalk
Break-out session about how the current situation might affect some of the 
issues studied by Mistra SAMS. 
We aim to keep this last discussion a bit informal and we encourage 
everyone to bring something to drink and a snack! 



Agenda Part 1
News, results and upcoming activities

• Milestones, outreach and impact – Anna

• Results from 
– WP4: ”Users’ perspectives and institutional conditions” – Janne, Malin and 

Karolina
– WP5 Living Lab 2 in Tullinge – Anna, Bhavana, Martin, Tina and Peter
– WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and national levels – Jonas, Daniel

• Menti question 



Milestones 201901-202005

Yearly panel discussion with politicians
Järvaveckan June 2019

Launch of Living Lab 2 January 31st Yearly meeting with ISAP 
September 2019

Writing workshop in Linköping 
April 26th

Mistra SAMS part of IVA list of 100  most
innovative research projects

Kitchen talks seminars
10+ informal seminars and presentations 
in the kitchen/open seminar room at SEED

• Revision of programme plan and 
budget Nov 2019

• Phase 1 report delivered March 
15th

• Proposal for phase 2 submitted 
March 31st



Outreach and impact 2019
Communication Goal:

Integrate results from Mistra SAMS in real life activities in planning and policy making, as well as among user groups. 

Seminar with European Commission: 
”A Clean Planet for all”  

Seminar and roundtable in the 
Swedish Parliament: 
”Tax policy for increased mobility and 
decreased private car use”

Visit by minister Per Bolund

Workshop with the 
Swedish Transport Administration:  
”Setting targets for sustainable accessibility”

ITS4Climate –in Bordeaux
MaaS and AaaS for Climate

Exponential Climate Action Roadmap
– scaling solutions to halve emissions by 2030

Transportforum



Visiting Speakers
• May 24 2019, 

Professor Lorenz Hilty, University of Zürich
”Simulating the post-fossil Swiss city in a game”

• October 10, 2018
Professor Iain Docherty, University of Stirling
“Future of connected and autonomous vehicles and 
potential threats to public transport systems”

• January 8 2019
Professor Glenn Lyons, University of West England
”Handling Uncertainty in transport planning and 
decision making”
Writing workshops with PhDs and senior 
researchers from different work packages.



Young International Researchers
exchange

Visiting us:
Ioanna Moscholidou, University of Leeds. August 2019
Fabio Hirschhorn, TU Delft, August 2019
Jan Bieser, University of Zurich, August – November 2019
Johanna Pohl, Technical University of Berlin, August- November 2019
Mohammad Jama Mohammad, Edinburgh Napier University, 
September 2018

Visiting other Universities
Fredrik Johansson visited Autonomous University of Barcelona Feb-Mar 2020
Liridona Sopjani visited University of Southern California June 2019
Tina Ringenson visited Earth Institute at Columbia University, New York, 2018



Upcoming

• Mistra SAMS resultconference 2020 12/11

• Almedalen is cancelled 2020

• Digital Conferences and webinars with Mistra SAMS researchers: 

ICT4S conference June 21-27, virtual meeting, Euroconstruct webinar June 13th + 

other digital reserach conferences - see our calender

• Next step of our proposal for phase 2, comment from Linda Bell, Mistra



WP4 – Users´ perspectives and institutional
conditions



The Aimo and Botkyrka case

• Aimo intervention: 
Free-floating electric car sharing service

• Botkyrka intervention:
Reduced (free) cost for PT card for employees



• Methodological approach

• Mostly by developed psychological scales –
instruments 

• Attitudes, accessibility, satisfaction, willingness to change etc

A GPS based app in participants phones
• Actual travelling behaviour – not self reported

Before and After method (transfer is important)
• Instruments and GPS recording



Conclusions - preliminary

1. Reduced PT card intervention had little effect on 
changes in modal choice. 

2. The electric free-floating car sharing service had 
little effect on changes in modal choice. 

3. Next step is to analyze and compare individuals 
that have changed their modal choice with the 
individuals that have not, irrespectively of an 
intervention. Have their decision-making 
processes been affected or not?



Bike Sharing System (BSS) – a user perspective
Malin Henriksson, Jonas Ihlström & Anna Wallsten, VTI

• Street interviews with 25 users (4 
women, 21 men, 6 bike couriers)

• Almost all users had own bikes but
found the BSS to be convenient, cheap, 
fast and comfortable and used BSS for 
everyday commuting.

• What adjustments to the service would
be needed to meet sustainability goals?



The role of municipalities in steering towards smart and 
sustainable mobility 

Results:
• Local officials see a potential in some, but not 

all, concepts for “smart mobility” as a means 
to support sustainable mobility. 

• Current governance strategies leave a large 
room for commercial companies to set the 
agenda

• Institutional and political challenges to 
overcome if public authorities shall be able to 
take a more leading role

• A need for a thorough political discussion on 
“smart mobility” and how to align it with long 
term sustainable development goals

Interview study with local officials carried out under 2019, under review for publication



Results from Living Lab 2 in Tullinge 

WP5- team: 
Anna, Bhavana, Martin, Tina, Peter, 
Teo and Mia + 
IYR : Johanna and Jan



Time use and daily travel time
by 20 diarists in the Tullinge co-working hub

Manuscript: Co-working in Stockholm: A case study of time-use, travel and energy impacts of telecommuting  
Jan C. T. Biesera,*, Bhavana Vaddadic, Anna Kramersb, Mattias Höjerb, Lorenz M. Hiltya,d

Daily time spent on activities by work location Daily travel time per workday across 
transport modes by work location. 



Environmental impacts of co-working

“Co-working accompanied by 
additional energy savings 

measures could reap 
maximum benefits”

To get the best out of the Co-working 
hub in terms of energy savings:
-Reduction of total travel time and 
distances (e.g. by choosing co-working 
spaces close to home)
-Use of sustainable transport modes
-Net reduction of (heated) floor space 
at the CW space, at the employer's 
office and the co-workers home
-A high number of CW or home office 
days (increasing the number of 
avoided commutes to employer 
offices)

Vaddadi, B.; Bieser, J.; Pohl, J.; Kramers, A.(2020): Towards a conceptual framework of direct and indirect environmental effects of co-working. In Proceedings of ICT4S 2020 – 7th

International Conference on ICT for Sustainability. ACM, Virtual Conference, 9 pages [accepted for publication]



Preliminary findings from the Tullinge work hub

• Current workplace policy and norms strongly inhibit more 
frequent hub use

– This may be changing now, and hubs could take a part

• Need to understand usage patterns and actively manage 
user activity to optimize hub utilization.

• Conditions for work hubs are site-specific.

• Largest value may be employee well-being/health.

– Secondary environmental effects from development of 
"local lifestyles"?

"I have many colleagues 
that live in tiny apartments.
They feel caged now"

"There will be huge changes 
after Corona... it was just this 
threshold we needed to pass."

"You get that feeling of 
'going to work', focussing,
not blurring the lines""I found that I liked local life, 

and started looking for jobs 
within biking distance"



Telework and Policy

• National policies & guidelines regulating Telework are dated
(e.g. Distansarbete SOU 1998: 115)

• Telework policies in organisations are often dated, restrictive
and not communicated

• Up to the middle management/closest manager to allow
telework for individuals

• Telework policies poorly aligned with activity-based offices
(e.g. Trafikverket, Försäkringskassan)

• Covid19 triggers a discussion and potentially reviews of
policies and guidelines



Governance of MaaS for ASI
ASI - Avoid-Shift-Improve
Systematic literature review
Living lab-interviews with public participants + SKR rep
• Research on MaaS governance does not consider non-travel accessibility as part 

of the MaaS package – Avoid is absent
• Research points to a need for active role for public actors – some think they 

should support MaaS, other ensure the livelihood of traditional public transport 
or societal values

• Difficult to intergrate AaaS with MaaS, but maybe we should still push for it
• Uncertainty about who should be responsible for AaaS and MaaS
• Opening for municipalities to use traditional means to support sustainability



WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Three main parts:

• Backcasting, with Images for the Swedish transport system
reaching climate targets 2030/2035

• Passenger car fleet analysis regarding GHG and battery 
utilization

• Activity based modelling of traffic in Stockholm considering 
shared vehicles and e-commuting (e.g. work hubs)
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WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Task 6.2 Paper 1, Backcasting (Jonas, Mattias, Hampus, )

• Three main ways of reducing GHG emissions by new services
– Reduction of direct emissions from e.g. car travel
– Reduction of in-direct emissions associated with vehicles and infrastructure
– Increased acceptance for pricing measures

• Car travel need to be reduced by some 15-20% until 2030/2035.

• Analysis of Swedish register of types of professions: 
Up to 30% of all work days could be carried out by telecommuting 
8% reduction of total car travel

• Significant reductions of indirect emissions seems to be possible by 
new accessibility and mobility services in combination with pricing 
measures           ~ 1 million tons of CO2
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WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Task 6.2: Paper 2, Sharing and electrification of the car fleet   (Hampus, 
Jonas, Mattias)
• We explore the role electrification and sharing of cars could have 

regarding:
- Reduction of GHG emissions until 2030
- Efficient utilization of electric car battery metals (non-Tesla way)

• Scenarios are developed with different levels of sharing (related to 
household types) and electrification as well as different battery sizes

• Preliminary findings:
- Sharing has a substantial potential to save battery metals (and GHG)
- Premature scrapping of cars may be required if the -70% target 
should be met.
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Rebound effects of new services need to be 
considered

Rebound effects:
• Economic
• Time-use
• Psychological

Initiatives:
• Submitted paper “Time-use rebound effects of telecommuting”(Bieser, 

Kramers, Höjer, Hilty)

• Paper in progress: Modelling of activity changes when work hubs become an 
alternative (WP6)

• Sister project (lead by IVL) on “Rebound effects in transport”, where Mistra 
SAMS is represented.
- Focus on policies that may counteract rebound effects
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WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Task 6.1: Activity based modelling including new services
(Daniel and Oskar)

Scaper is an activity (agent) based travel demand model 
developed at KTH.
Advantages: The persons (synthetic population) activities are 
followed during a day (or week) with a time-geographical 
perspective. 
Own vehicle vs Shared vehicle
Aim of this task: To include some of the new 
accessibility/mobility services in the model and test a couple 
of policies
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WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Task 6.1: Activity based modelling including new services –
Paper 1
• Objective: To analyse the potential for, e.g. shared mobility 

services in the form of taxis, bike-sharing, and e-scooters in 
Stockholm.

• Results as market shares and traffic flows 
• But also an analysis of some selected neighbourhoods and 

individual agents
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WP6 Exploring impacts on city, regional and 
national levels

Task 6.1: Agent based modelling including new services –
Paper 2 
• In the model  day-to-day and within-day planning of 

activities are analysed in a joint framework
• The persons in the model are given the option to work from 

home once per week. 
• They may also choose to perform more free-time activities 

when they are working from home
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Questions from the chat?



Fika-question

Most interesting development for accessibility and mobility 
-last year?

Go to www.menti.com
Code: 65 63 47



Agenda Part 2
Stakeholders/Policymakers for sustainability transformation 

• Introduction to Work package 7

• ”Bridging research and policy” Eva Krutmeijer (Mistra Geopolitics)

• Group discussions on stakeholder/policymaker roles in transforming urban 
transport



WP7 - Planning paradigm and policy 
recommendations

Aim of WP7:

“The overarching aim of this work package is to analyse how to 
turn the development of the accessibility and mobility system 
into a sustainable direction, by means of planning and policy 
measures.”



WP7 Tasks

1. Synthesis policy and planning

2. Strategies/roles for public actors with regard to 
accessibility and mobility services

3. What factors have determined infrastructure planning 
in Sweden

4. Development of improved decision support for e.g. 
infrastructure investment (CBA/ Backcasting)

5. Scenarios and robust strategies for planning of
parking in urban areas





























“The trouble with the world is that the stupid are 
cocksure and the intelligent are full of doubt.”

Bertrand Russell



eva@krutmeijer.se

mailto:eva@krutmeijer.se


Group discussions on stakeholder/policymakers 
roles in transforming urban transport

Change needed: A reduction of car travel per capita by around
20% until 2030 seems necessary to achieve climate targets
(WP6)
This can be achieved (in part) by a combination of new accessibility- and 
mobility services (supported by digital platforms) and economic policy 
instruments.



Group discussion - Questions
Point of departure: A reduction of car travel with 20% until 2030 by a combination 
of e.g. new accessibility- and mobility services (supported by digital platforms) and 
economic policy instruments

Who are the key stakeholders/policymakers to address in order 
to achieve this change? And why these?

Keep in mind:

Who is a winner, what happens to the losers?

Who needs be active in the process?

Who needs to give passive support?



Examples of stakeholders/policymakers

• EU policy makers
• National policy makers
• Local politicians
• Vehicle manufacturers
• NGOs
• ICT businesses
• Office space providers
• Public transport operators
• Etc etc



Recap from group discussion

Which are the key stakeholders - and why?

Go to www.menti.com
Code: 65 63 47



Group photo!



Agenda Part 3
Covid-19 and sustainable accessibility and mobility

1. The pandemic’s effects on travel and work patterns in five 
Swedish public agencies by Peter Arnfalk

2. Break-out session about how the current situation might 
affect some of the issues studied by Mistra SAMS. 

3. Gathering and Closing of the meeting



Questions for break out session Part 3
• How will research in Mistra SAMS phase 1 be affected and related work in partners 

organizations
(i.e.: Living Lab, Interviews, work policies, articles etc…)

• Short timeframe – How will urban accessibility and mobility be affected by Covid-19 2021?

• Long timeframe - How will urban accessibility and mobility be affected by Covid-19 2031? 

We aim to keep this last discussion a bit informal and we encourage everyone to bring 
something to drink and a snack! 



Fastighetsnytt



Finally!

Don’t forget the result conference 
November 12th  

and
Invite a friend!



Thank you!

Mistra SAMS: www.sams.kth.se 
Twitter: @MistraSAMS
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